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Abstract

The hypothesis that the suppression of melatonin (MLT) by exposure to light at night (LAN) may be one reason for the higher rates of breast and colorectal cancers in the developed world deserves more attention. The literature supports raising this subject for awareness as a growing public health issue. Evidence now exists that indirectly links exposures to LAN to human breast and colorectal cancers in shift workers. The hypothesis begs an even larger question: has medical science overlooked the suppression of MLT by LAN as a contributor to the overall incidence of cancer?

The indirect linkage of breast cancer to LAN is further supported by laboratory rat experiments by David E. Blask and colleagues. Experiments involved the implanting of human MCF-7 breast cancer cell xenografts into the groins of rats and measurements were made of cancer cell growth rates, the uptake of Linoleic Acid (LA), and MLT levels. One group of implanted rats were placed in light-dark (12L: 12D) and a second group in light-light (12L:12L) environments. Constant light suppressed MLT, increased cancer cell growth rates, and increased LA uptake into cancer cells. The opposite was seen in the light-dark group. The proposed mechanism is the suppression of nocturnal MLT by exposure to LAN and subsequent lack of protection by MLT on cancer cell receptor sites which allows the uptake of LA which in turn enhances the growth of cancer cells.

MLT is a protective, oncostatic hormone and strong antioxidant having evolved in all plants and animals over the millennia. In vertebrates, MLT is normally produced by the pineal gland during the early morning hours of darkness, even in nocturnal animals, and is suppressed by exposure to LAN.

Daily entrainment of the human circadian clock is important for good human health. These studies suggest that the proper use and color of indoor and outdoor lighting is important to the health of both
humans and ecosystems. Lighting fixtures should be designed to minimize interference with normal circadian rhythms in plants and animals.

New discoveries on blue-light-sensitive retinal ganglion cell light receptors that control the circadian clock and how those receptors relate to today’s modern high intensity discharge (HID) lamps are discussed. There is a brief discussion of circadian rhythms and light pollution. With the precautionary principle in mind, practical suggestions are offered for better indoor and outdoor lighting practices designed to safeguard human health.

Summary

Studies now indirectly link exposures of shift workers to LAN and higher incidences of breast cancer and colorectal cancers. One possible mechanism is MLT suppression by shift worker eye exposures to LAN. The pineal gland hormone MLT is normally produced at highest levels in the early morning hours, but is suppressed by open eye exposure to LAN. Rat studies by David E. Blask and colleagues show that MLT acts as a protective oncostatic agent that suppresses growth rates of human MCF-7 breast cancer cell xenografts. MLT likely offers similar protections in humans. The minimum amount of white light required to increase growth rates of implanted cancer cells in rats is as little as 0.2 lux, twice the illuminance of a full moon.

The role of the eye’s influence on circadian rhythms and pineal MLT production is discussed. David E. Berson’s discovery of specialized, blue light sensitive retinal ganglion cells that connect to the human clock center is important since commonly used modern outdoor high intensity discharge (HID) lamps like metal halide (MH), mercury vapor (MV), high pressure sodium (HPS), and fluorescent lamps all contain blue wavelengths.
Because of its ability to inhibit MLT production, light itself acts like a drug. Exposure of opened human eyes to LAN in the early morning hours and the subsequent lowering of human MLT levels may explain the increased incidence of certain cancers in the developed world. Therefore, this hypothesis introduces LAN as a public health issue. The type, intensity, and color of indoor and outdoor lighting must be carefully considered. Practical day and night time lighting suggestions are offered.

**Light and the Evolution of the Circadian Clock**

Since we are born into a world of artificial lighting, we don’t give much thought to how light disrupts the normal 24 hour circadian rhythms present in all organisms. Biological clock rhythms are found in all living things, even in organisms as simple as algae (59-61). Clock genes that time cellular functions were likely inherited from the earth’s first simple organisms over four billion years ago. The circadian clock is dependent upon dark nights that allow normal MLT production between 2:00 A.M. and 4:00 A.M., and bright daylight that entrains or re-sets the clock to begin a new 24 hour day. These systems are exquisitely sensitive to light-dark cycles, and in mammals the system is triggered by photons of light striking specialized cells in the eye’s retina (6-8, 17, 21).

Homo sapiens evolved from primates, who for millions of years timed their body clocks to a rising Sun and a dark night. Five hundred thousand years ago our ancestors, Homo erectus, learned to warm and light the cold darkness by the dim flickering flames of an orange-red fire. Edison’s electric light has been with us since 1879, merely an instant in evolutionary time. It is only since Edison and our ability to work around the clock that we have disrupted this system through the use of artificial night lighting.
Early incandescent lamps were dim and their yellow light did not significantly affect circadian mechanisms. Recent technological advances in lighting have made nighttime lights more efficient but also far brighter. Today’s lights emit more blue wavelengths than the early gas, kerosene, and incandescent lamps. Medical research indicates that blue light is very effective in reducing naturally occurring human MLT levels (14, 19).

**Light Pollution**

Light pollution is produced by the use of ever brighter outdoor night lighting that is often used for the advertising of gas stations, convenience stores, and shopping centers. It is often justified in the name of “security.” Since the 1960’s we have seen the increased outdoor use of HID lamps.

Light pollution is light that is not targeted for a specific task, is bright and uncomfortable to the human eye, causes unsafe glare to drivers and pedestrians, harms the biological integrity of ecosystems, causes light to trespass into homes and bedrooms, and creates skyglow above cities. Skyglow obliterates our views of the stars and planets. It also wastes energy by shining non targeted light upward into space.

Light pollution has been recognized as both a quality of life and an environmental issue for years (www.darksky.org), but only recently has the use of light at night attracted the attention of health researchers (1, 9, 11, 27, 30, 40, 69, 70-75). We know now that artificial light acts like a drug in its ability to disrupt the biological clocks of living organisms. Light receptors in the eye that send electric impulses directly to the biological clock were only recently discovered (6-8).

**Receptor Cell Discovery**

In year 2002, Brown University neuroscientist David M. Berson discovered a previously unknown function for retinal ganglion cells (RGC) (7). Previously unknown connections and functions of a
small population of RGC located in the base of the retina of rats were identified. Berson
demonstrated that RGC axons connect to the circadian or biological clock center - the paired
suprachiasmatic nuclei (SCN) - located within the hypothalamus at the base of the brain. The retinal
circadian light transmission system is also coupled to the visual system of rods (scotopic vision) and
cones (photopic vision).

Most sensitive to blue light (464-484 nanometers), RGC control the human circadian clock, a
complex biological system that, through light perception, tells our bodies how to regulate multiple
body functions such as body temperature, the release of hormones from the pituitary gland, sleep
patterns, and our production of MLT from the pineal gland (5, 20, 47, 60, 61).

Berson's discovery is a major contribution to the basic understanding of how circadian clock systems
work and is recognized as a major advancement in the field of circadian research.

**Blue Light Photopigment**

Melanopsin, a blue light sensitive photopigment, resides within the small population of RGC (42,
49). The RGC are located deep in the retina of the eye beneath the rods and cones. These
specialized cells are non-visual photoreceptors previously thought to only relay to the brain nerve
impulses initiated by light striking the rods and cones. The RGC and their dendrites fire maximally
when stimulated by blue light at wavelengths between 464 and 484 nanometers (7). By comparison,
the visual system of the rods and cones fire maximally at 507 nm (green) and 555 nm (green-yellow)
respectively.

A year before Berson’s discovery, George C. Brainard found that human MLT levels were reduced
most when volunteers with dilated pupils were exposed for ninety minutes between the hours of 2:00
AM and 3:30 A.M. to monochromatic blue light at 464 nanometers and at an illuminance of just 0.1
lux, equivalent to the light of a full moon (14, 19). Brainard proposed a “novel” non-visual photoreceptor that is separate from the rods and cones, later identified as melanopsin (16, 42).

**Light at Night, Shift Workers, Breast Cancer and Colorectal Cancer**

Because much of the daytime work force in the industrialized world is exposed to dim office lighting instead of bright sunlight, and because at night we are often exposed to bright lights with blue wavelengths instead of natural darkness, some researchers believe that adequate human circadian entrainment does not take place (58, 74). Without a normal cycle of MLT inhibition and production responding to cycles of light and dark, human health may be negatively affected (5, 22, 29, 38, 47, 54, 57, 60, 61, 76).

**Shift workers and breast cancer:** Recent epidemiological studies of night shift worker populations show higher rates of breast cancer ranging from thirty six to sixty percent (27, 41, 69, 70, 73-75) Richard G. Stevens noted that breast cancer rates are three to five times lower in the developing world than in the industrialized world. About 40,000 women die each year from breast cancer, and the cause of fifty percent of the breast cancers in the US is unknown. The electric light is the hallmark of modern life in the industrialized world and could possibly be linked to the higher rates of breast cancer (75). Further research is needed on MLT amplitude measurements in shift workers and a correlation of those data with the incidences of cancers in shift workers (32, 40).

**Shift workers and colorectal cancer:** Eva S. Schernhammer et al, reviewed data from the Harvard Nurses’ Health Study of 78,586 women, the same prospective study group that she found had higher rates of breast cancer among night shift workers. The authors found a higher incidence of colorectal cancer as high as thirty five percent among shift workers who worked a rotating night shift at least three nights per month for fifteen or more years (71).
In addition, totally blind people with no light perception to interfere with MLT production have lower incidences of breast cancer than blind people with at least some light perception (24, 35, 39, 46, 55, 78).

Adding to these data is the observation that breast cancer rates are lower in the developing world where there are far lower nighttime lighting levels than in the industrialized world which has excessively bright levels of nighttime lighting (69, 73, 75).

**Melatonin and Human Breast Cancer Cell Growth**

**Melatonin regulates and protects:** MLT is a hormone that has sleep-inducing properties and regulates a balanced physiological state in humans (59-61). MLT also has substantial free radical scavenging/antioxidant and anticancer activity in experimental systems (45, 60, 61, 63). This knowledge has obvious relevance to human health (22, 26, 54, 60, 61, 66, 79).

The production and suppression of MLT is a circadian driven event. MLT is synthesized by the pineal gland, a pea sized gland located in the center of the brain. MLT is normally produced in darkness with highest levels occurring between 2:00 and 4:00 A.M., and is suppressed by the interruption of darkness by artificial LAN.

**Dim light suppresses MLT and enhances tumor growths.** Early rat studies by Blask, Sauer & colleagues showed that exposures to LAN (12L:12L) reduced nocturnal MLT levels and increased the growth rates of implanted rat liver cancer (hepatoma) tumors (65, 67, 68). Even dim light suppresses MLT. MLT suppression was seen using only 0.2 lux of white light. Rats kept in a
normal day-night cycle (12L:12D) showed high MLT levels at night, and much slower hepatoma cell growth rates. Similar increased hepatoma growth rates were seen whether white light was presented at 300 lux, a typical illumination level for office buildings, or at 0.2 lux., twice the light of a full moon (9-13). This reveals a highly sensitive retinal-circadian system in rats. Humans exhibit highly sensitive responses to low levels of blue light. Brainard’s human experiments revealed MLT suppression by exposure to 90 minutes of only 0.1 lux of 464 nm blue light, equal to the illumination from a full moon (14, 19).

Human breast cancer cell implants in rats: When darkness was interrupted by 300 lux of constant white LAN (12L:12L), rats with implanted human MCF-7 breast cancer xenografts had lower nocturnal MLT levels, the cancers took up significantly more LA, and grew faster than rats kept in a normal day-night environment (12L:12D). In both animal experiments, adding MLT slowed cancer cell growth by seventy percent and reduced LA uptake indicating that MLT has oncostatic properties (9-13).

Possible mechanism: Over 90% of human ductal carcinomas and over 80% of normal human breast tissue have MLT receptor sites (28). The protection that MLT provides to inhibit human breast cancer cell growth rates in rats may be due to the ability of MLT to attach to such receptor sites. The supposition is that the attachment of MLT prevents the uptake and tumor nourishment by LA which in turn inhibits cancer cell growth (9).

Do bright lights and fatty diets harm human health? The hypothesis is that early morning eye exposure to ordinary illumination levels of light containing blue wavelengths suppresses MLT and combined with the consumption of food high in fat (LA) leads to higher rates of breast and colorectal cancers. Additional studies also connect lowered MLT levels to breast and colon cancers
(1, 2, 3, 30-34). The collective research cited here does suggest such an association. The inappropriate use of LAN should be given serious consideration as a cause for today’s high rates of breast and colorectal cancers in the industrialized world.

**How Much, How Long, and What Color?**

MLT suppression by LAN will depend on the color of the light, its intensity, and the duration of the exposure of the eyes (both opened and closed) to the light source. A study by T. Hatonen et al. found that only two of eight human subjects exposed to 2000 lux of white light for 60 minutes with eyes closed between midnight and 2:00 AM showed lowered MLT levels. The authors doubt that people sleeping with eyes closed in urban environments would have suppression of MLT (43). Typical room illuminations range from 150 – 180 lux. However, not all people sleep soundly and many awaken during the night with open eyes in bedrooms bathed with light from television sets, computer screens, reading lights, or light from outdoor streetlights coming into unshaded bedroom windows. Studies are needed to document MLT levels in fitful sleepers exposed to varying levels of bedroom illumination.

More research is also needed to determine the exact illumination levels and durations of exposure to the various colored light sources required to suppress human MLT. A theoretical model was reported by Karl Schulmeister et al. (72). Using the action spectrum of MLT, calculations were done showing some possible threshold lighting levels and associated time durations at which human MLT would be suppressed by fifty percent.

Results showed that monochromatic red light at 100 lux, a reasonable living room lighting level, would take four hundred and three hours of exposure to suppress MLT by fifty percent; a candle -
sixty-six minutes; a sixty watt incandescent bulb – thirty-nine minutes; a fifty-eight watt deluxe daylight fluorescent light – fifteen minutes; and a pure white high-output LED – thirteen minutes.

The authors comment that since the 1960’s lighting technology has progressed from the incandescent bulb (yellow light) to today’s HID lamps. Street lights like the amber colored HPS lights, white colored MH lights, blue-green colored MV lights, and white colored, high output fluorescent lights, expose humans to more and more blue light wavelengths than in earlier times.

**Blue light emissions suppress melatonin the most:** Brainard showed in human experiments that even very dim (0.1 lux) blue light suppresses MLT more than other colors. Therefore, open eye exposure to light sources at night containing blue light (HID and fluorescent lamps have blue emissions) may pose a potential health risk to humans. New light meters must be designed to detect light affecting the human circadian system and used in conjunction with standard visual (photopic) light meters.

S.W. Lockley et al. found that humans exposed to 6.5 hours of monochromatic blue light (460 nm) caused a) a two fold greater circadian phase delay with 460 nm light than with 555 nm (photopic) light; b) MLT was suppressed twice as much with 460 nm light than with 555 nm light (48). The study confirms that human pineal MLT production and suppression is primarily blue wavelength dependent and separate from the photopic (cone) visual system.
The “Precautionary Principle”

The implications of these findings are that perhaps the “precautionary principle” should be applied in lighting applications. Carlin wrote:

“The precautionary principle is no longer just a theory. Writing in Scientific American, David Appell notes how the precautionary principle is increasingly finding its way into international agreements. He noted for example, that while it is already ‘a matter of law in Germany and Sweden, the precautionary principle may soon guide the policy of all of Europe (24).’ ”

Writing in Rachel’s Environment & Health Weekly, editor Peter Montague states that “scientific uncertainty should be cause for caution, not for plunging ahead recklessly…better safe than sorry. That is the philosophy of precaution (51).”

An international gathering of scientists, government officials, lawyers, labor groups, and grassroots environmental activists, met January 23-25, 1998 at Wingspread in Racine, Wisconsin to define and discuss the precautionary principle. Part of their concluding statement reads:

“When an activity raises threats of harm to human health or the environment, precautionary measures should be taken even if some cause and effect relationships are not fully established scientifically. In this context the proponent of an activity, rather than the public, should bear the burden of proof (24).”

While no definite cause and effect can now be made between light, circadian disruption, and cancers in humans, evidence is mounting that says there is such linkage. Like the early years of the tobacco and lung cancer debates, warnings and public awareness programs regarding the use of day and nighttime lighting may be warranted. Specifically, artificial day and night lighting systems should be designed and re-designed to enhance rather than disrupt this very sensitive and visually separate retinal-circadian system which is separate from the visual system.
Better Lighting Practices Should Begin Now

Until more research directly links exposure to LAN to increased rates of human cancers, it may be wise to consider preventive measures in the application of everyday lighting practices.

The best way to daily entrain (reset) our circadian clocks and have our bodies produce a healthy dose of Vitamin D is to get fifteen minutes of natural sunlight exposure each morning (43). At night we should sleep in total darkness. But in modern industrialized societies we see people with poor sleep habits. There are a growing number of people working both day and night shift jobs. Studies have shown that shift workers will phase-shift their circadian rhythms (56). Disruption of normal nighttime MLT secretory rhythms due to shift work is likely harmful to human physiology.

**Biologically friendly lighting:** The two basic goals are a) to entrain the circadian clock during daylight through the use of bright, full spectrum white light, and b) at night to use non-glare, non-blue outdoor and indoor lights (50, 53, 58, 64). Daytime office lighting in buildings without windows is often so dim that it is unable to entrain the circadian clock to suppress MLT, and therefore one is exposed to a “biological darkness” (74). The best office daytime lighting source should be from natural daylight. Where windows in office spaces are not possible, non-glare, bright, full-spectrum white light should be used so as to entrain the circadian clock to daytime.

**Indoor lighting:** Indoor nighttime lighting should be dim, eliminate wavelengths in the blue, and employ lights with wavelengths shifted toward the yellow and orange. Reading by incandescent lights rather than fluorescent lights will reduce exposure to blue color emissions. Complete darkness during sleep is preferred. Televisions should not be left on during sleeping hours. Blinds should be closed if light from street lighting or flood lighting enters bedroom windows.
Street lighting: Residential street lighting should employ fully shielded (“full cutoff”) light to eliminate or at least minimize light trespass into homes. The preferred high intensity discharge (HID) light source is high pressure sodium (HPS) because of its high efficiency and long bulb life. HPS also has lower amplitudes of blue light emission. Metal halide (MH) and mercury vapor (MV) are less efficient and emit higher amplitudes of blue light. Low pressure sodium (LPS) lights have the advantage of being the most efficient i.e. LPS emits the most lumens per watt of all the commonly used outdoor light sources. LPS emits a single wavelength of yellow light (589 nm), and is therefore least likely to lower human melatonin levels. LPS is also preferred by astronomers since it is easily filtered making the imaging of celestial objects less difficult. A disadvantage of LPS is its yellow color which is not popular with the public, law enforcement, or emergency personnel. The very poor color rendering index (CRI) for LPS results in red objects appearing as black. However, the use of full cutoff LPS residential street lights may prove to be friendlier to circadian rhythms than the typical HPS, MH, MV drop-lens, cutoff and semi cutoff HID lamps which emit blue wavelengths.

Graveyard shift lighting: Lighting for graveyard shift workers should approximate daytime lighting, but only if the shift worker sleeps in total darkness (wearing a sleep mask) during the day, thereby phase shifting the circadian clock to a different day-night cycle. Using the precautionary principle, shift workers should be advised that preliminary studies now indicate that there are health risks associated with work performed in the early morning hours, and that the risk of breast and colorectal cancer increases as the number of days of shift work increase.

Nursing home lighting: Elderly patients should be exposed to natural sunlight via skylights and other daytime lighting techniques. Where windows and skylights are not possible, bright, non-glare
white light should be available in daytime ranging from 2500 to 3000 lux (37, 50, 53, 64, 77). At
night, the use of red lights to light the way to bathrooms will minimize MLT suppression. A small
nursing home pilot study by Figueiro indicates that Alzheimer’s patients exposed to closely
approximated blue lights during afternoon daylight hours may entrain the circadian clock, increase
alertness, reduce afternoon patient agitation (“sundowning”) and promote better sleep at night (36).

**Conclusion**

Lighting only for visual acuity or to achieve decorative effects is no longer acceptable (58).
Lighting must also be friendly to the circadian clock. We must recognize the body’s need to sleep in
darkness which allows for the normal night time production of MLT. MLT is a long-evolved
protective hormone that should be allowed full expression during early morning hours.

On the basis of the growing body of animal research and human epidemiological studies the
hypothesis that exposure to LAN may in certain circumstances harm human health should receive
more attention. More research is needed before one can definitively state that LAN harms human
health. But with the knowledge of the newly identified separate blue light-sensitive, retinal-
circadian system, the indirect epidemiological evidence that LAN exposure to shift workers may
contribute to breast and colorectal cancers, and Blask’s and colleagues’ rat-LAN-MLT- human
breast and liver cancer cell research, mounting evidence suggests precautions should now be taken
with the design and application of both indoor and outdoor lighting.

Stephen M Pauley MD FACS 4070 words; 79 refs.
PO Box 3759
Ketchum, Idaho spauley@cox-internet.com Final March 2004 (Mar ’04.12)
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